* Stars of Hope*
Procedures 2021
Thank you for making Christmas wishes come true by ADOPTING a star(s)!
Here are a few guidelines to make things easier for you.
All stars are marked with a family NUMBER and LETTER with the child’s name, age and gender.
The RED stars contain the NEEDs list, and the GREEN stars are the WISH list. Each is an individual star.

❑

While the amount of money spent is at the donor’s discretion, a suggested gift amount is a $50 for each
star. Remember, you don’t have to get everything on the list. The list is just suggested items. Of course, the
better deals you find, the more items you can add to the gift.
❑

Please highlight/mark on the star which items you have purchased – so additional needed items can
be provided by the excess that MSM has on hand.
❑

Clothing gifts should be appropriate to sizes listed. “Wish list” items are at the donor’s discretion. Because
an item is on the “wish list” does not mean it must be purchased. Although some higher cost items may be
requested, there are always lower cost choices provided. Wish lists are simply shopping suggestions.
❑

PLEASE DO NOT GIVE GIFT CARDS OR ATTACH GIFT RECEIPTS TO ANY OF THE GIFTS.
Please remove ALL price tags for the gifts. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
❑

Gift-wrapping is requested this year. Please keep ALL parts of the gift(star) wrapped together and
securely fix the star on the outside of the package. If there is more than one package for the same person,
please try to bundle them together, and clearly mark all packages with the complete number (number and
letter) for each star.
❑

All gifts must be tagged and retuned to First Pres. by November 30th (with drop offs on Sunday
Mornings 8:30a – 10:30am in Hoffman Hall)
or DROP-OFF directly to MorningStar Misson - No later than Sunday, December 3rd
(350 E Washington St. Joliet) Early returns are greatly appreciated.
❑

❑

Any questions, please contact Kris Hayden ~ 815-258-8617 or email tkkhay@yahoo.com

